We’re asking you to put on your white gloves and find one object in your collection that speaks to our “Canadian-ness”

Be Featured on the OMA’s Public Listing Site for Canada 150!

**HOW?**

1. Add a Photograph/Video (Curator with the object or object only) to the “INSIDER’S LOOK” on your OMA Museum Listing (see OMA User Guide) or send the information to Joshua Lichty at partners@museumsontario.ca

2. Answer the following questions in the body of the post (50-100 words maximum each):
   a. Object details (name, accession number, dimensions, etc.)
   b. Curators name and why they chose it.
   c. What makes it important to Canadian culture and heritage, and/or Ontario?
   d. What makes it unique, special, and/or awe-inspiring?
   e. Why is it important in today’s society/how is it relevant to today’s audiences (lessons/teachings)?

3. When completing the listing double check the drop-down menu “CAMPAIGN” is tagged as Canada 150

Help us to put together a meaningful Digital Collection of 150 objects to commemorate the past 150 years of our history! See some examples listed here

Have more questions? Contact us at partners@museumsontario.ca